Abstract
We propose a simple, but efficient and accurate machine learning (ML) model for developing high-dimensional potential energy surface. This so-called embedded atom neural network (EANN) approach is inspired by the well-known empirical embedded atom method (EAM) model used in condensed phase. It simply replaces the scalar embedded atom density in EAM with a Gaussian-type orbital based density vector, and represents the complex relationship between the embedded density vector and atomic energy by neural networks. We demonstrate that the EANN approach is equally accurate as several established ML models in representing both big molecular and extended periodic systems, yet with much fewer parameters and configurations. It is highly efficient as it implicitly contains the three-body information without an explicit sum of the conventional costly angular descriptors. With high accuracy and efficiency, EANN potentials can vastly accelerate molecular dynamics and spectroscopic simulations in complex systems at ab initio level.
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Accurate and efficient interaction potential energy surfaces (PESs) are crucial for spectroscopic, molecular dynamics, and thermodynamics simulations 1 . Traditional empirical or semi-empirical force field models such as the embedded atom method (EAM) [2] [3] , while physically meaningful and highly efficient, are severely limited by their accuracy. More recently, tremendous efforts have been devoted to developing machine learning (ML) based PESs 4 , which are capable of representing a large set of ab initio data more accurately on chemical properties 5 , molecules [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , gas phase and surface reactions [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , and materialsError! Bookmark not defined. 10, [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Since known ML techniques in computer science themselves do not recognize the intrinsic symmetry of a chemical system, it is essential to design a ML representation for a PES that preserves rotational, translational, and permutational symmetry in an accurate and efficient way 23 . In this regard, permutation invariant polynomials (PIPs) in terms of internuclear distances 24 were used as the input of neural networks (NNs) 4 descriptors. Alternatively, the eigenvalues of the bond distance based Coulomb matrix 8 and bi-spectrum or power spectrum of atomic densities 29 were used to measure the similarity between configurations in kernel based regression approaches, such as gradient-domain machine learning (GDML) 8 and Gaussian approximation potentials (GAP) 22 , respectively. Although these ML-based potentials are much faster than ab initio calculations, but there is still room for improving the efficiency. In addition, they seem to be increasingly more intricate in their mathematical forms and more difficult to understand for chemists who are not experts in ML.
In this Letter, we propose a new NN framework born out from the EAM idea. This physically inspired embedded atom neural networks (EANN) representation is not only conceptually and numerically simple, but also very efficient and accurate, as discussed below. The EAM originates from the well-known quasi-atom 30 (or equivalently effective medium 31 ) theory in which the embedding energy of an impurity in a host is a functional of the electron density of the unperturbed host without impurity, i.e.,
. In general, the functional F is unknown and rather complicated.
Assuming that the impurity experiences a locally uniform electron density 30 , the embedding energy can be approximated as a function of the scalar local electron density at the impurity site plus an electrostatic interaction [2] [3] . Considering all atoms in the system as impurities embedded in the electron gas created by other atoms, in the EAM framework, the total energy of an N-atom system is just the sum over all individual impurity energies [2] [3] , namely,
where Fi is the embedding function, i is the embedded electron density at the position of atom i given by the superposition of the densities of surrounding atoms, ϕij is the short-range repulsive potential between atoms i and j depending on their distance rij. As the exact forms of these functions are generally unknown, they are often taken from electron gas computations 32 or fit to experimental properties with semi-empirical expressions 3 . Given these intrinsic approximations, EAM or even its modified version 33 has a limited accuracy and is mainly suitable for metallic systems.
To go beyond the EAM, we need to improve both expressions of the embedded density and the function F. To this end, we start from the commonly used Gaussiantype orbitals 34 (GTOs) centered at each atom,
where each atom is taken as the origin, r=(x, y, z) constitutes the coordinate vector of an electron, r is the norm of the vector, α and rs are parameters that determine radial distributions of atomic orbitals, lx+ly+lz=L specifies the orbital angular momentum (L), e.g., L=0, 1, and 2, correspond to the s, p, and d orbitals, respectively. In this representation, the embedded density of atom i can be taken as the square of the linear combination of atomic orbitals from neighboring atoms, in a similar spirit as that in
Hartree-Fork (HF) and density functional theory (DFT). This would generate a scalar ρ i value for the embedding atom i, as used in the EAM, which has been proven to offer insufficient representability for the total energy and can be improved by including the gradients of density 30 . Here, we alternatively evaluate individual electron density contribution from the same type of GTOs with the equivalent L, α and rs, namely,
where ij r represents the Cartesian coordinates of the embedded atom i relative to atom j (or in other words the coordinates of the electron at the position of atom i), cj is the expansion coefficient of an orbital of atom j, or equivalently an element-dependent weight 27 that is optimized in the training process, the factorials of lx, ly, lz, and L constitute a pre-factor that enables the convenient transformation from Eq. (3) to an angular basis as realized by Takahashi 35 , natom counts the number of neighboring atoms close to the embedding atom within a sphere with a cutoff radius (rc) 23 . A frequentlyused cosine type cutoff function 23 is also multiplied to each orbital here to decay the interaction to zero smoothly approaching rc.
Next, we replace the embedding function F with an atomistic NN. Since the corecore repulsion () ij ij r  depends also on the internuclear distance rij, this part of contribution has been automatically incorporated in the NN and requires no extra terms.
Eq. (1) can be thus rewritten as, 11 () substantially lower computational cost as tested below. In addition, Eq. (6) makes the density vector invariant with respect to the overall translation and rotation, and permutation of identical atoms. In principle, our density-like descriptors form a complete set when including the orbitals up to an infinite order. In practice, we find they converge quickly and can be often truncated at most to L=2.
We demonstrate the representability of the EANN potentials for a number of systems ranging from small organic molecules to periodic solids, for which intensive data have been available and the details of data generation have been described elsewhere 8, 28 . In Table 1 , we compare mean absolute errors (MAEs) for energy and force predictions given by a variety of successful ML-based PES models, for selected organic molecules consisting of up to 21 atoms and four elements. In general, GDML performs worse than other models because it does not scale well with respect to the number of data points due to its kernel nature, so that only 1000 structures were used for training 8 . Impressively, even reducing the number of data points to 1000, the EANN model yields comparably small errors as the GDML 8 and SchNet 12 models. Using a big data set with 50000 points, DPMD 10 , DeepPot-SE 28 , and SchNet models, which generally have more complicated mathematical forms and deeper NN architectures,
give more accurate predictions. Remarkably, our EANN model achieves the same level of accuracy in predicting both energies and forces, with a much smaller NN architecture and a smaller number (15000~20000) of data points. For example, as seen in Table S1 in the Supplementary Information (SI), DPMD, DeepPot-SE, and SchNet models typically have several times more parameters than the EANN counterparts for fitting these molecules.
Next, Table 2 In addition to the accuracy tests, we also check the efficiency of EANN potentials.
It is straightforward to compare the efficiencies of EANN and AtNN models when using the codes optimized by ourselves to the same level and keeping the number of descriptors and the NN structures identical in both models. In Table 3 Finally, we would like to briefly elaborate the relationships among several relevant ML models and discuss the choice of parameters. More details can be found in the SI.
Our GTO-based descriptors implicitly contain the angular information via the powers of cos(θijk), i.e., cos L (θijk). Three-body ACSFs 23 have the explicit form of the powers of (1+λcos(θijk)), which can not be easily transformed to an effective Cartesian representation (see the proof in the SI). Takahashi et al. 35 and BartÓk et al. 29 , used a similar cosine Fourier series, or equivalently Chebyshev expansions of cos(θijk), namely cos(Lθijk), combined with polynomials and GAPs, respectively. Artrith et al. 36 employed directly the orthonormal Chebyshev polynomials of the bond length and angle as descriptors for NNs. For the DeepPot-SE descriptors 28 , we prove in the SI that the angular information is actually incorporated via the multiplication of the so-called generalized coordinate matrix resulting in only the first order of cos(θijk), while the radial information is represented by the multi-output NNs rather than some Gaussian radial functions used in ACSFs. In the SchNet model 12 , interestingly, a large number of radial Gaussian functions are used and the many-body character is learned by several sequential interaction blocks in the filter-generating networks. More recently, Ceriotti and coworkers 37 have derived an elegant generalized atom-density representation for the use of both kernel and NN based approaches that in form includes all descriptors mentioned above. Also discussed is its extension to fit vectorial and tensorial properties of molecules [38] [39] . We consider our EANN model as one of the simplest and most efficient examples in this atom-density framework. One can of course use other types of orbitals to better capture the atomic density with more chemical insights.
One drawback of a physically inspired potential model may be the difficulty of choosing parameters in descriptors 28 . DPMD and SchNet models have been claimed to have the advantage that one only needs to specify a large size of NN descriptors or filter-generating networks to self-update the representations according to the local environment, avoiding human intervention as much as possible 12, 28 . In the EANN model, the number of orbitals depends on L, , and rs. It is found that the radial distributions of adjacent orbitals have to overlap well with each other in order to have a good spatial resolution, as illustrated in Figure S1 . An easy way of doing this is to define a number of evenly spacing rs grids from zero to rc and the spacing work equally well for all systems studied in this work. It should be noted that Gastegger et al. 27 also found a similar relationship in their weighted ACSF implementation.
Summarizing, we propose a conceptually and mathematically simple, yet accurate and efficient ML model, inspired from the well-known EAM. We derive the EANN model by simply replacing the empirical expression of the scalar embedded density with a GTO-based electron density vector and the embedding functions with NNs.
EANN potentials are able to achieve the same level of excellent prediction accuracy as several well-established ML models, in representing both big molecular and periodic
systems, yet with much fewer parameters in NNs and fewer configurations. Because our EANN model contains the three-body information implicitly but with no need to sum over the costly angular descriptors, it is much more efficient than the conventional AtNN method using ACSFs. The parameters used to define the atomic orbitals can be readily determined with a minor human intervention. Given these desired features, the EANN model is expected to very useful for accurate and efficient molecular dynamics simulations in extended systems at ab initio level.
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